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"The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposes to construct and operate
a facility for the monitored retrievable storage (MRS) of spent fuel at a
site on the-Clinch River in the Roane County portions of Oak Ridge,
Tennessee." These words introduced the DOE proposal to Congress in Hatch
1987. In discussing the MRS to Transportation System Interfaces, we will
try to provide you with a blending of the technical and institutional
issues for we do not believe the solutions to success of this enterprise
lie wholly in one area. Let us give you just a momentary review of events
in the early life of the MRS proposal. The MRS idea began to germinate in
the summer of 1984. In April 1985, DOE announced the proposal to
construct the MRS at one of three Tennessee sites. Following this,
Governor Alexander initiated a study led by the State Safe Growth Cabinet
Council and funds were provided to Roane County and the City of Oak Ridge
for their use in examination of the proposal. These local governing
bodies established the 31-member Clinch River MRS Task Force in July 1985.
The final report of the Task Force, which was submitted to the State
October 24, 1985, stated, "...the Task Force has determined that the
facility could be safely built and operated in the Roane County portion of
Oak Ridge, provided certain concerns are addressed and impacts
mitigated...." It contains numerous ideas and recommendations that can
help to better understand the public perception of the transportation
aspect of the MRS. The transportation-related Summary of Findings and
Summary of the Transportation Group report are in Appendix A.

System Costs

The DOE proposes to develop an MRS facility as an integral part of the
waste-management system. The "authorized systen," Fig. 1, with the
proposed MRS becomes the "improved-performance system,"JFig. 2. The June
1987 update of the Total System Life Cycle Cost (TSLCC) report presents
analyses of the benefits of this Improved-Performance System. "The total-
system cost for the reference cases in the improved-performance system
(i.e., the system that includes a facility for MRS) is estimated at $32.1
to $38.2 billion (expressed in constant 1986 dollars) over the entire life
of the system, or $1.5 to $1.6 billion more than that of the authorized
system (i.e., the system without an MRS facility)." The $32.1 to $38.2
billion range is a function of repository-site combinations. Table 1
provides a further breakdown of these costs.

Costs for developing the transportation system are shown as part of
Development and Evaluation activities. This includes (1) cask-system
acquisition, (2) Institutional, (3) Environment management. The costs
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Table 1. Comparison of Total-System Life Cycle Cost Estimates
(Billions of dollars)

(from Table 1-2 of Ref. 3)

Authorized System Improved-Performance
System

Development and Evaluation 14.5-14.6 14.6-14.7
Transportation 2.0- 2.5 2.0- 2.2
Repositories 13.6-19.6 12.6-18.7
MRS 2.1

30.5 - 36.6 32.1 - 38.2

are estimated at $924 million. The "Transportation" cost line in Table 1
is associated with the costs of fabricating the shipping casks and
carrying out the actual transportation once the waste-management system is
operational. This contributes 7 to 8 percent cf the total-system costs.

The assumptions made in this analysis are that reactors with current
rail service (70%) will use that mode for spent fuel shipments and all
other reactors will use trucks. Shipments from the MRS will be rail only.
Both modes have three cost components: shipping costs, security costs,
and cask costs. The cost of a cask service facility is also included.
Shipping costs are fees to carriers and the cost of at-reactor regulatory
inspections. Security costs are for special equipment and armed-escorts.
Cask costs include the cost of fabricating and maintaining the casks and
fleet vehicles (rail and truck). The casks are assumed to have an 80%
availability factor (300 days per year). This will certainly be a factor
in MRS design capacity to provide rapid handling and turnaround for casks
in the operating fleet. The interface relative to cask turnaround must be
commonly defined and understood by all parts of the system. The DOE cost
analysis points to four factors as the most important ones in determining
transportation costs. These are quantity of waste, travel distance, cask
capacity and travel speed.

Based on these points, the improved-performance case shows that "the
MRS facility realizes its greatest advantage by receiving inefficiently
packaged spent fuel shipped in relatively small truck and rail casks,
consolidating the spent fuel and thus increasing the efficiency of
packaging, loading these packages into large-capacity rail casks, and
shipping these large rail casks in dedicated trains over long distances."
This argument works for four of the five repository combinations. The
exception is the salf. generic hard rock site combination which is the
closest combination of sites to the proposed MRS location.



The use of dedicated unit trains from the MRS is quite different from
the reactor to MRS rail transfer and leads to the following set of
assumptions:

o "Rail shipments from the MRS facility travel in high-capacity
150-ton casks (the assumed capacity varies with the repository
host rock).

o Ninety percent of the spent fuel shipped from the MRS facility
is consolidated, and the remaining 10 percent is not consolidated.

o The non-fuel-bearing components of the consolidated spent fuel
are also shipped to the repository.

o Rail shipments from the MRS facility travel in dedicated trains
of five cars each.

o The dedicated trains are assessed shipping charges that are 25
percent higher than those of general freight trains.

o The dedicated trains travel, in terms of miles per day, at an
average rate that is 50 percent faster than that of general
freight trains.

o The large rail casks in a dedicated train contain "clean"
standardized canisters that allow then to be loaded and
unloaded much more rapidly than the rail casks from reactors.

o All casks in a dedicated train must be loaded or unloaded
before the train can resume travel."

The associated TSLCC analysis gives these conclusions for the
transportation system costs:

o "For the inproved-performance system in the reference cases,
total transportation costs range from $2.0 to $2.2 billion.

o For the authorized system in the reference cases, the total
transportation costs range from $2.0 to $2.4 billion.

o The transportation costs accounted for 5.5 to 7.0 percent of the
total-system costs in the reference cases, in both the improved-
performance and the authorized system.

o The transportation-cost estimates for the improved-performance
system were lower than the analogous authorized-system costs
for all of the reference cases except the salt and generic
hard rock combination.



o In comparison with the authorized system, the transportation cost
for the improved-performance system ranged from a cost savings of
$290 million to a cost increase of $50 million.

o The basalt and salt repository combination had the highest
transportation costs for both system configurations.

o The salt and generic hard rock repository combination had the
lowest transportation costs for both system configurations.

o The costs of defense-waste transportation were about $300
million in all cases, with only small fluctuations due to
different routing distances associated with the various
repository combinations. These costs are identical for
the improved-performance and the authorized system.

o The costs of defense-waste transportation account for 11 to
15 percent of the total transportation costs.

o The average unit costs of transportation to the second
repository were lower than the average unit costs of trans-
portation to the first repository because the hypothetical
second-repository sites were closer to most of the reactors.

o Transportation costs vary with the quantity of spent fuel,
but the percentage change in transportation costs is less
than the percentage change in the spent-fuel quantities in
the sensitivity cases. Transportation costs fluctuate less
than spent-fuel quantities between cases because in the
TSLCC analysis the impact of changing fuel quantities was
confined to the second repository. This generally lessened
the impact because of the lower unit costs of transportation
to the second repository."

The MRS Facility

The MRS facility will have many of the transportation interfaces
assumed for the authorized case, except for the dedicated train rail cask
shipments. The MRS design capacity is 3600 MTU per year, but the
logistics analysis is based on 2650 MTU. The total storage at the MRS
facility is proposed as 15,000 MTU. Fuel will be received starting in
1998 and will be predominantly all of the spent fuel east of the Rocky
Mountains. Ninety percent of the fuel will be disassembled, consolidated,
and loaded into a repository canister. The remaining 10 percent will be
loaded into a canister without consolidation. This covers the damaged and
unusual case fuel. Non-fuel-bearing components will be volume reduced and
loaded into drums which are placed in canisters for transportation to the
repository.



The facility is to have lag storage for incoming fuel, vault storage
for fuel ready for shipment, and monitored retrievable storage. The lag
storage is for operating inventory, fuel waiting consolidation and
canister loading. The vault storage is meant for short-term storage of
up to 1000 MTU of canisterized spent fuel ready for immediate shipment to
the repository. The MRS yard will have large concrete casks storing
canisters of fuel for later shipment to the repository. The facility is
shown in Figs. 3- 9.

Systems Engineering

It is critical that the DOE succeed in its intention to apply a systems
engineering management process to the Federal waste-management system.
The system engineering concept in this application was reviewed by
Norman. The concept establishes a logical flow of information and review
throughout all components with appropriate documentation. In a system as
large as the Federal waste-management system, it will be necessary that it
be applied in an iterative basis. In this large integrated system, all
components must be integrated into one efficient whole. Integration means
that the interfaces must be compatible and the compatibility must be
system wide unless the waste will be altered in a step to meet different
subsequent interface criteria. A compatible interface is achieved by
establishing mutually acceptable interface criteria which define all
relevant characteristics of the interface. The steps involved in
establishing these are as follows:

o Functionally describe the interface (what must it do)

o Physically define the interface

o Develop criteria for the interface.

Developed for each part of the system, these criteria then become a common
ground to bring about consistency needed for system integration.

The criteria can be for initial acceptance of waste into the system
(i.e., in a form suitable for transportation and handling). Second, the
criteria would address interim management of the wastes for storing or
transporting for an extended time and repository emplacement operations.
The final disposal acceptance criteria would be based on regulations
concerning long-term disposal, namely, 40 CFR 191 and 10 CFR 60.

The criteria can now be used as a basis for designing system
components, such as casks, transport vehicles, and facilities. The
criteria may be physical (height limits), capacity (20 MTU/day),
processing (no exposure to chlorides) or administrative (record keeping,
characterization).
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The criteria, if they are met, will also provide the basis for showing
that the waste packages are acceptable for disposal. That is, that all
required steps have been taken to meet regulations, and nothing has been
done to adversely affect long-term performance.

The Interfaces

Let us now identify the MRS/Transportation interfaces. Spent fuel will
be brought to the MRS from reactors. This is contrasted to the repository
which will also receive high-level waste (HLW) from West Valley and
Defense High-Level Wastes. Both facilities must be capable of handling a
wide variety of spent fuel elements with their processing cells equipment.
There may also be one-of-a-kind packages received from reactors. The
transport casks need to maintain the same degree of design, testing and
inspection that caused the MRS Task Force to accept the credibility of
this part of the system. Numerous criteria result from this interface
with the public. Once loaded into a Federal waste system cask, the
shipment is given an acceptance inspection. "Upon arrival at the MRS site,
the initial interface will be at the plant entrance where certain
measurements will be made and data recorded to judge the shipment
acceptable. In the case of the MRS Task Force, they felt a "gold star"
(denoting full compliance check) inspection was required at three points;
reactor site, entrance to MRS, and again on departure from MRS. These
inspection requests were motivated by the general feeling that the rail
and trucking industry record of vehicle maintenance was questionable,
based on numerous reported inspection deficiencies. The group felt that
the waste management fleet should be operated measurably better, and this
level of inspection was deemed an appropriate confirmation of the higher
expectations. Based on personal observations of health physics
inspections at commercial waste sites, this was thought to be of lesser
concern. So inspection certainly becomes an essential entrance interface
criteria. How can this be implemented? What will in transit states
request?

Once on site, the shipments next interface is with the MRS Receiving
and Handling Building (RHB). The cask will probably be cleaned to remove
transportation-related dirt, removed from the transport vehicle and int-
the fuel unloading area. Once the fuel i.» unloaded, the cask will
probably be cleaned again, given a confirming inspection and returned to
the transport vehicle. This identifies a. number of criteria that must be
developed to specify the RHB interface. These criteria would include
cleaning facilities, cask lifting and transporting systems, and cask
opening and unloading mechanisms.

Certainly spent fuel parameters will have an influence on the internal
components and operation of the MRS. Also, as key criteria here will be
the ability of the Federal waste management system to schedule similar
fuel or waste types to allow smooth, campaign-type plant operation. These
relate to the RHB building internal operations and are really not
transportation-related.
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Once the fuel has been consolidated and placed in a canister within the
RHB, the canister package will be either stored in the vault for near-term
shipment to the repository or placed in a Monitored Retrievable Storage
cask. Other non-fuel components of the spent fuel are compacted, drummed,
and also stored in the MRS casks. When these MRS casks are returned from
the storage facility to the RHB, the interface with the transportation
system comes into play. At this point, the canisters from the MRS cask
and/or vault storage will be loaded into the large rail casks for
transport to the repository. The criteria here will be similar to that
experienced during the unloading cycle from the smaller truck and rail
casks.

When a full train of rail casks is assembled, it will be fully
inspected before release. Again, the entrance/exit interface criteria
relate to inspection adequate for legal compliance in satisfaction of
public concerns.

Incoming and outgoing shipments have an additional interface with the
public. The movement of large quantities of spent fuel will require
adequate criteria to address public concern- Are the access roads to the
reactors and MRS adequate for the transport vehicle size and frequency of
transit? Are the rails to reactor sites and the MRS well maintained? Are
there escorts? What kind and how many? Is there a tracking system in
place? Can it alert State and local officials if help is needed?

The answers to these and many other questions are essential to gaining
acceptance of the Federal waste management system.
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Appendix A

2
Summary of Findings

Based on its review of the proposed MRS facility and its expectation
that Congress and the state will adopt the conditions recommended below,
the Clinch River MRS Task Force concludes the following:

1. Spent nuclear fuel and other high-level radioactive wastes can be
safely transported.

- Spent nuclear fuel is highly radioactive, and exposure to even low
levels of radiation over sufficiently long periods of time can cause
harmful health effects. However, spent nuclear fuel is not
explosive. Nor is there risk of a self-sustaining nuclear reaction
within a shipping cask.

- Spent fuel shipping casks are heavily shielded and constructed so
as to protect the public from any significant radiation levels.

- The NRC-licenced casks designed for shipment of spent nuclear fuel
provide for containment of their contents in the event of accidents.
Extensive testing has proven that such casks can provide for safe
shipment of fuel assemblies to and from the proposed MRS. Any
future casks will be subject to the stringent regulations required
of current casks.

- The federal government and nuclear industry have safely transported
nuclear waste materials for nearly 30 years, including hundreds of
spent nuclear fuel shipments through Tennessee. There has never been
an accidental release of radioactive material in the transport of
spent nuclear fuel.

- The state would determine by which Tennessee routes spent fuel will
be shipped to and from the proposed MRS facility. The rail line
upgrades and roadway upgrades and improvements for State Routes 58
and 95 recommended by the Task Force would support safe travel from
the main rail line and interstate to the proposed MRS sites.

- Shipments of spent nuclear fuel are already strictly regulated for
safety and security purposes and provide an adequate margin of
safety. If the escort and inspection procedures recommended by
the Task Force are adopted, the margin of transportation safety
would be enhanced.

- The emergency response planning procedures and DOE-provided first
responder training program recommended by the Clinch River MRS
Task Force would prepare the state and local governments to deal
with any accident involving the transport of spent nuclear fuel.

Al
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SUMMARY

After several weeks of collecting information and intensive study, the
Transportation Study Group has defined areas of major impact that need
action to make an MRS acceptable.

(1) Assuming that a "gold star" inspection (defined as inspection for
rigid adherence to standards for radiological safety, vehicle safety, and
personnel safety) is performed on each shipment of spent reactor fuel at
the place of origin, another "gold star" inspection should be made by a
non-DOE agency at the MRS site on each transport vehicle entering and
leaving the MRS. Any violations of regulations or standards should be
dealt with swiftly and effectively, up to and including suspension of
shipments.

(2) Railroad tracks for the system to be used at either proposed Oak
Ridge site must be upgraded to Class IV for use to and from the MRS. In
addition, these questions need to be addressed by DOE?

o How close are the tracks to high-density facilities such as
hospitals, schools, shopping centers, prisons, etc.?

o What are the volumes of hazardous materials the line transports
each year?

o What is the mainline track quality from Oak Ridge to repository
sites and to utilities with rail service?

(3) Preferred truck routes to either proposed MRS site in Oak Ridge
should be State Road 95 or State Road 58, but neither highway is
acceptable as a route in its present condition. Another possible route is
a new exit built from 1-40 onto the southern tip of the CRBRP peninsula, a
distance of about 1/2 mile. Routes that should be excluded except for
emergency use are (a) exits from 1-75 into Lake City, Clinton, and Oak
Ridge (SR 61) and (b) any exit onto Pellissippi Parkway (1-162).

(4) One escort vehicle should accompany each shipment to provide
safety and redundant communication. More than one highway escort is a
traffic hazard, as are flashing lights on the escort vehicle and the
enforced maintaining of a highway speed limit less than the maximum
allowable under prevailing conditions. (Note: reduced speed limits for
dedicated trains are valid safety precautions.)

(5) An emergency response plan for transportation should be in place
before an MRS becomes licensed, and it should include the entire scope of
operations in Tennessee.

(6) A plan for emergency response training should be in place before
an MRS becomes licensed, and emergency responders from across the state
should be trained, funding to be from the Waste Management Fund.
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(7) Carriers moving shipments to and from the MRS should adhere to all

state and federal regulations to which any commercial carrier is subject-

In addition to these major issues, the Study Group also addressed

accident probability, barge transport, cask safety and cask contents,

prenotification, and safeguards. Summaries, conclusions, and

recommendations are presented.


